CASE STUDY

Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department
The Twin Towers Correctional Facility

Opened in 1997, the Twin Towers Correctional Facility in Los Angeles is
one of the world’s largest jail complexes and houses some 3,500 mentally
ill inmates. Prisoner care is challenging in such an environment and staff
have to be constantly alert to the possibility of attempted suicides by
inmates.

THE SITUATION

FACING UP TO THE PROBLEM

Opened in 1997, the Twin
Towers Correctional facility in
Los Angeles is one of the world’s
largest jail complexes and
houses some 3,500 mentally ill
inmates. The facility consists of
two towers, a medical services
building, and the Los Angeles
County Medical Center Jail Ward.
It is operated by the Los Angeles
County Sheriff's Department.

The difficulty is, that in an environment which has to blend
security with care, functional design has to bend to
environmental design. Although potential for falls have been
mitigated with physical barriers wherever possible, that
compromise inevitably offers some opportunities for the
determined potential suicide.

Security at the facility centres on
a panoptic design that allows
deputies and officers in a central
control room to look through
secure optical material to see
into all areas of the facility.

Add to this the vast size of the complex at 1.5 million sq. feet and
the extent of the problem becomes quite apparent.
Setting aside the huge costs associated with any legal
proceedings that might follow, the first and over-riding aim is the
safety of the patient and his or her ultimate well-being. The
principal objective is to conclude the attempt in a way which
results in no harm to the patient.

THE SOLUTION
While researching the problem, Deputy Kevin Kazan of the Los
Angeles County Sheriff’s department, came across AirDeck on the
Sayfa Systems website and thought it may help in providing a
more positive outcome. Most commonly used in the UK
construction industry, AirDeck provides a fall-arrest solution
which is both highly portable and rapidly deployed.

'Suicide attempts
are a daily
occurrence. '

Several trolleys with twelve bags on each, strategically located
throughout the jail, can be rushed to any location and inflated
within minutes to provide a soft landing solution for any
potential fall.
The system has already been used on two occasions and both
times the inmate climbed down on their own after negotiations,
providing a positive outcome to the attempt.
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